A BETTER WORLD FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
DR. ROSCOE C. BROWN JR.
PRESIDENT OF BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
To the Graduates:

Pegasus, the winged horse, is the Greek symbol of poetic inspiration. Selection of this symbol for the annual yearbook taps the spirit and energy of the many thousands of students who attend and have attended Bronx Community College.

I certainly hope that each of the graduates and members of the College community who receive this yearbook will be able to not only rejoice about past accomplishments, but also be inspired to achieve greater heights of scholarship and service. May you carry the work and the spirit of excellence and commitment to a better society throughout the City, State, and Nation.

Best Wishes,
Sincerely,

Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.
Ms. Carol Banks  
Executive Assistant to the President

Dr. Max Horn  
Special Assistant to the President

Mr. Virgil Logan  
Special Assistant to the President
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

The student activities program includes a wide variety of organizations, clubs and special activities that are an integral part of the mission of the College.

The educational co-curricula organizations, the ethnic-cultural clubs, honor societies, student council, radio station and publication organizations are all part of the educational process that supports and encourages students in search for positive learning experiences. These programs enhance development of individual potentialities through broader perspectives via exposure to new experiences and roles. These experiences are enriched through the cooperation and guidance of interested faculty advisers. Students have an opportunity to apply skills learned in their academic curriculum. They experience small group dynamics and learn decision-making skills which prepare them for future roles.

The Office of Student Activities is the central clearinghouse for information on all student activities.

All officers of the Student Council, clubs and publications, and members of the College Senate and athletic teams must be matriculated students with a minimum cumulative scholastic index of 2.00. All student representatives must be registered for classes while they serve.

Clubs and Organizations

The Inter-Organizational Council is the representative body of student clubs and organizations that plans and coordinates various club activities.

African-Caribbean Student Association
Art Club
Bible Believers Club
Black Student Union
Bowling Club
Ceramics and Crafts Club
Chess Club
Chinese Club
Christian Fellowship
Computer Club
Cosmetiques
Dance Workshop
Education Club
Forensic Society
French Club
Haitian Student Association
History Club
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
International Indian Club
Kung-fu Club
- Martial Arts Club
Nursing Students Association
Paralegal Club
Personal Development (Modeling)
Phi Theta Kappa (Honor Society)
Photography Club
Psychology Club
Puerto Rican Student Association
Readers Theatre
Scuba Club
Secretarial Club
Synchronized Swimming
Tau Alpha Pi (Engineering Honor Society)
Theatre Workshop
FORENSIC SOCIETY

The Forensic Society is an academic club geared to increase the student's knowledge of such areas as debate on relevant topics, oratory, after dinner speaking, oral interpretation of literature, and participating intelligently in events such as model student legislatures and model United Nations that simulate legislative bodies which in the real world influence all of us deeply.
The Ceramics Club serves as a studio and further education and development of ceramics and crafts art.
The African-Caribbean Student Association maintains the literary, cultural and social aspects of the African-Caribbean student. The organization was formed to promote a political and cultural awareness among all African-Caribbean students.

Primarily for people who trace their ancestry back to India as well as for those who have a serious interest in Asian Culture.
CHEERLEADERS
The C.C.E.D. was formed to promote the Dominican culture among students at Bronx Community College. It provides educational, cultural and social experiences which enrich the values and fulfill the needs of Dominican students as well as all students.

The Puerto Rican Student Association is primarily a club consisting of Puerto Rican and Latin students. Its function is to provide a meeting place where all Puerto Rican and Latin students on campus can come together and become involved in social, cultural and political activities that affect their everyday lives.
The Chinese Club was formed to provide the Chinese students and all students at Bronx Community College with experiences to enrich their knowledge and interest in the Chinese culture. For this, the Chinese Club sponsors a number of activities such as cultural shows, lectures, social activities, etc.
The Christian Fellowship are students who have seriously examined the claims of Jesus Christ and by believing, have found a living and dynamic faith. Their purpose is to provide fellowship for believers on campus, and to share with their fellow students their faith.
The Psychology Club is designed to give those interested in Psychology the opportunity to share their knowledge with their fellow Psychology students and partake of a mutual learning experience; to make the Psychology courses given more relevant, and to let students put into practice the theoretical knowledge gathered in their classes.
An organization for male and female students interested in modelling, performing and developing themselves positively in as many areas as possible.
The Phi Theta Kappa brings together the students of Bronx Community College who have attained highest scholastic standing for the common purpose of upholding the high standards and ideals of Phi Theta Kappa which is devoted to cultural and intellectual pursuit.
TAEKWON-DO

An organization for those interested in developing excellence in Karate-do techniques and other related martial arts forms.
The purpose of the Photography Club is to give students the opportunity to learn and practice the fundamentals of photography and the darkroom. It teaches them how to develop and print pictures and the ability to express themselves in their photographs.
THEATRE WORKSHOP
THEATRE WORKSHOP CONTINUED...
Chancellor Murphy Calls
Press Conference
by Heather Collymore

At a recent press conference with CUNY student media, Chancellor Joseph Murphy stressed the significance of the new budget signed by Governor Cuomo which goes into effect for the University on July 1st of this year. However, the community college budget is presently being negotiated with the city. Fundamentally, though, there has been an increase in the base aid for community colleges.

Another new item within the new budget was $350,000 for a City University of New York TV program (Channel A, Cable TV) which will produce programming of an educational, cultural and intellectual nature. Eventually plans for the availability of cable TV throughout the metropolitan area will be initiated.

The Chancellor went on to say that The City University of New York Medical School will have its base at the Sophie Davis Biomedical Program at City College, which will be linked to five hospitals. The objective of this new medical school is first, to increase the number of minority physicians in the city and state of New York.

Chancellor Murphy stated that a cut in the Pell Grant would have a “deleterious effect” on the interests of CUNY students who depend so heavily on the Pell Grant Program as the basic building block of their financial aid.

He also felt that student leaders and student press should play an active role for this relevant issue at hand, and generate more political support for Pell Grants.

On the subject of the University-wide drive to encourage contributions to the Ethiopian fund, so far CUNY has raised over $56,000.

On the question of more money be invested in education or the police force, Chancellor Murphy said, “Well, more money invested in education would clearly decrease the number of people who are unemployed and unemployable, which would clearly decrease the crime rate.” He also said that there are lots of jobs still in the city, but the require increasingly sophisticated kinds of education and learning.

Statue of Liberty Fund

Old Brookville, New York, April 24—As of March, 1985, 203,733 citizens of the State of New York have contributed $12 million to the campaign to restore the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. New York is the highest ranking state, by both total amount of contributions and number of donors, in the nation.

Nationally, cash and pledges amounting to $143 million have been raised. Approximately one-third of the restoration work on the Statue of Liberty has been completed, with the remainder expected to be finished by late Spring 1986. On Ellis Island, restoration work is centered on the Main Registry Building, where, between 1892 and 1954, some 17 million immigrants were processed. Work on Ellis Island is scheduled to be finished in time for the station’s centennial in 1992.

New York Chiropractic College, located in Old Brookville, New York, is joining the growing number of academic institutions that are getting involved in the Liberty Centennial Campaign. Dr. Louis S. Filardi, Director of Development and Alumni Affairs stated, “It is the intention of the student body, faculty and administration of The New York Chiropractic College to pledge a minimum of one thousand dollars to the Liberty Centennial Campaign. Dr. Ernest G. Napolitano, President of the College, has enthusiastically endorsed our calendar of fundraising events and has expressed his unequivocal support for the program.”

Upcoming fundraising events being held by the student body will include raffling off dinner for two with the college president, a book sale, and various athletic competitions.

Gary Maffei, associate director of the Northeast Region for the Foundation is supportive of the proposed program at The New York Chiropractic College. “This is a perfect example of the impact that campus leadership can have within a community. We are hopeful that other colleges and universities will follow New York Chiropractic’s lead and help us to restore these 2 monuments to courage and freedom.”


B.C.C. Students Go To Miami For Award

Eleven Bronx Community College students presented papers at a symposium for biomedical research in Miami, Fla., March 31. Ms. Margaret Murray presented a paper on “Lung Staphyphema” and Christopher Jacqueline Lewis and Rebecca Rona presented a paper on Biochemistry.

“Lead Levels of Zoo Birds” was presented by Lennel Hector Cruz and Charmaine Protopeny. Rebecca Rona presented a paper on “Phenylthylamine Psychomer.”

“The Hudson River For Study” was presented by Erika Uriarte and Erika Uriarte presented a paper on “The Damage in Hudson River”.

The papers were presented during the scientific session before faculty and other undergraduates who were present to see their work presented.
ESSAY CONTEST WINNER

THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY

America is the greatest country in the world. With the accidental discovery of the "Americas," the American Revolution, the Civil War, Industrial America and first and second world wars, to a time of peace and prosperity. America has maintained a certain quality of life that is exclusive to the American way.

"We commonly measure life by months and years and we assume that life should move along at a predetermined pace." Not only does length of life count but quality of life counts as well. It's the quality of life that Americans have had that has enabled America to progress full steam ahead.

To be an American and live in a land of milk and honey is to be a part of the very distinct entity that America is. Although American "ethnic, religious, linguistic and political heritage is mixed," rationality does exist in the form of a common commitment that shares values and principles. One of the earliest commentators upon the American scene, Alexis de Tocqueville, states, "Many, perhaps most, Americans have believed from the beginning not only that self-government in liberty is a natural, a sacred right of every individual, but that every man is the best judge and guardian of his own interests." We as Americans take pride in knowing that our foundation is built upon such principles as Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. For by these very principles we are given the opportunity to be all that we can be and to be the best at it.

Living in a Land of Milk and Honey enables each person to get and achieve his own goals, recognizing that although we're a part of the great mass of people which make America what she is today, we are yet creative individuals giving back to America that which she has given to us. With every cherished freedom, opportunity and available resource we have, we as Americans will continue to strengthen the foundation of this great country.

3. Ibid., p. 326.

Unless Congress acts, nearly a million students across the country will lose their Pell Grants (basic financial aid grants) or have them reduced. Dr. Joseph S. Murphy, Chancellor of The City of New York warned today. Chairman of the National Pell Grant Coalition, Chancellor Murphy is one of about 50 college and university presidents and chancellors who will meet with House and Senate leadership and An-

* Reject any budget for fiscal 1987 that cuts Pell Grant benefits, and instead provide increases for the program to keep up with rising college costs.
* Assure that students with Pell Grants are not left at the mercy of periodic, indiscriminate cutbacks under the provisos of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, either by providing the funds needed to keep the program strong.
The Bronx Borough President
STANLEY SIMON'S
CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION
TO
INTER ORGANIZATIONAL COUNCIL

It is with the greatest of pleasure that I take this opportunity to convey my warmest congratulations and thanks for your unfailing participation and wholehearted interest in making Bronx Week 1986 an outstanding success.

BRONX WEEK 1986, MAY 2-9
DATE

STANLEY SIMON
President, Borough of The Bronx
STUDENT LIFE
PERFECTION

PERFECTION, I'M TOLD, IS A COMMODITY FOR WHICH THERE IS NO GREAT DEMAND

BUT, BY FOLLOWING MY THIRST TO KNOW TO A WATER-STREAM THAT LEAVES ME THIRSTING STILL

I FIND THAT I CAN REMAIN A PART OF THE SUPPLY WHETHER OR NOT IT EXCEEDS.

ROSE BROWN
TRACK AND FIELD

Datum Ajao
Carol Baker
Leslie Bonilla
Melvin Colon
Wences Fabian
Julio Hernandez
Cathy Humphries
Arleen Little
Ronald Martin
Francis Martinez
Gizachew Tiruneh
Jose Martorell
Michael Milton
Wayne Moodie
Brenda Moore
Samantha Pierce
Francis Pringle
John Stella
Elthea Turner
Todd Viole
Linda Wiggins
Glen Williams
Ismael Velez

BASEBALL

Franklin Abreu
Joel Aquino
Robert Burgos
Wady Cruz
David Feldbaum
Dullis Grullon
Julio Hernandez
Rafael Herrera
Erick Leak
George Lebron
Victor Lopez
Steve Pizarro
Johnny Quiles
Julian Rodriguez
Raffiel Santiago
Michael Sewell
Juan Soriano

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Vernon Atkins
Patrick Clarke
Sekei Clarke
Kenneth Jones
Eric Moore
V. Haley-Coach
B. Keith
Troy Singleton
Herman Whaley
Brent Williams
Adam Sanchez
Walter Wells

VOLLEY BALL

Coach: D. Genova
Wanda Aska
Darian Brown
Syliva Chaleman
Alfreda Cobb
Ana Cuevas
Ana Jimenez
Elvira Martinez
Miriam Ramirez
Juany Ramirez
Sandra Rivera
Mahamed Yasin
SOCCER

Coach: H. Skinner
Charles Anderson
Juan Aranda
Nana Asare
Francis Charles
Ortuo Chin
Kandory Coumbassa
Lenworth Doyle
Tukey Francis
Hantz Hercule
Orville Jacobs
Melrose Joseph
Kempton Lyttleton
Micheal Mitchell
Ekorume Ohore
Matthew Opuoru
Joseph Pintro
Raul Quiroga
Telford Shillingford

Christopher Walker
Robert Simon
Susan Hew
Raymond Rasaq

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

COACH: Sal Frazier
Wanda Aska
Alleen Bess
Darlen Brown
Daisy Mercado
Geneva Rackley
Kim Tutson
Yanlret Vejara
ORDER OF EXERCISES

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL: Pomp and Circumstance — E. Elgar

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL: Samuel Ward

Bronx Community and College Choir

INVOCATION: Rev. Clarence P. Grant
Pastor, Convent Avenue Baptist Church

The Audience Will Please Remain Standing Through the Invocation

GREETING: Hon. Robert Garcia
Congressman, U.S. House of Representatives

Hon. Mario Biaggi
Congressman, U.S. House of Representatives

Hon. Olga Mendez
Senator, State of New York

Hon. Jose Rivera
Assemblyman, State of New York

Hon. Stanley Simon
President, Borough of the Bronx

Hon. Fernando Ferrer
Councilman, City of New York

Hon. Sylvia Bloom
Member, Board of Trustees
The City University of New York

Mr. Donald Mitchell
President, Student Government Association

VALEDICTORY: Ms. Marion J. Davis
Class of 1986

RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS
OF AWARDS AND PRIZES: Dr. Donald P. Cancienne
Dean of Administration

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: Mr. Arthur Ashe

MUSICAL SELECTION: Bronx Community and College Choir

Prof. John C. Hamell, Conductor

Mr. Joseph Kissner, Accompanist

Sanctus — Gabriel Fauré

Ain’t That Good News — traditional

PRESENTATION OF PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION: Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr.
President, Bronx Community College

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
FOR DEGREE: Dr. Carl J. Polowczyk
Dean of Academic Affairs

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: President Brown

BENEDICTION: Rev. Francisco Garcia
Associate Pastor, Holy Spirit Church

RECESSIONAL: Grand March from Aida — G. Verdi
Charles Appiah-Yeboah  
Pre-Pharmacy

Stella Aruleba  

Suloch Babu  

Maria Arias  
Sec. Sci.

Rosemarie Asphall  
Paralegal

Jacqueline Baca  
Sec. Sci.

Wanda Armstrong  
Nursing

Mohamed Assim  
Bus. Adm.

Kadesha Atkins  
Accounting

Gloria Ayala

Johaun Baldwin  
Paralegal
Roosevelt Barclay  
Mildred Barrett  
Nursing  
Patrick Barton  

Cheryl Bassett  
Lib. Arts  
Christopher Bassett  
Elect. Tech.  
Anthony Bates  
Data Process  

Ayda Bastista  
Education  
Miriam Batista  
Education  
Ronald Deavals  
Biology  

Madeline Becerril  
Carol Bellot  
Angela Bencebi  
Word Proc.
Wesley Berryhill
Paralegal

Hector Bertran
Eng. Sci.

Beverly Biggs
Psychology

Edna Blanco
Education

Stephanie Blount
Word Process

Darlene Bolden
Marketing/Sales

Ericka Braham
Med Lab. Tech.

Hannelore Brown
Data Process

Wilbert Brown
Accounting

Tole Buford
AA

Eddy Cabrera
Engineering

Iris Camacho
Psychology
Errol Campbell  
Accounting

Patricia Cannon  

Mayra-Li Castro  
Education

Jacqueline Challa

Colleen Campbell  
Nursing

Pauline Carter  
Nursing

Sonia Castro  
Psychology

Chi Chau  
Elect. Tech.

Sally Castanedas  
Med. Sec.

Fernando Candia  
Paralegal

Santiago Cervantes

O'Neill Chin  
Accounting
Loyda De Leon
Education

Theresa Dean
Human Service

Blessing Dedewo
Management

Daphne Demary
Sec. Stu./Wd Process

Linda Dennis
Lib. Arts

Joyce Deshazo

James Dilly
Psychology

Jose Dishmey
Eng. Science

George Donawa

Pamuela Dookhan
Nursing

Linnette Douglas
Lib. Arts

Unicye Douglas
Education
Vidor Douglas  
Lib. Arts

Brenda Dowling  
Bus. Mgmt.

Novlett Dunbar  
Nursing

Eileen Monroe  
Lib. Arts

Carol Elvin  
Bus. Adm.

Antoine Escarment  
Pre-Pharmacy

Aura Espallat  
Data Process.

Minerva Estrada  
Education

Cynthia Fellers

Cecile Ferguson  
Nursing

Anna Fernandez  
Human Services

Minerva Ferreras  
Med. Sec.
Delule Mariano
Com. Health Service

Karmala Martin

America Martinez
Education

Ana Martinez
Data Process.

Robert Marulaz

Delfina Matera
Education

Marlene Matera
Paralegal

Annette Maysonet
Education

Jennifer McEwan

Violet McKean

Maud McKenzie

Stella McLean
Med. Assistant
Hasker McLeod  
Elect. Tech.

Donald Miller  
Data Process.

Wilfred Mills  
Math Option

Emma Mims  
Education

Elizabeth Miranda  
Data Process.

Hoshalah Misodi  
Pre-Pharmacy

Donald Mitchell  

Bibi Mohamed  
Nursing

Eileen Monroe  
Psychology

Sonja Monsanto  
Nursing

Carmen-Rochen Montalvo  
Sec. Sci.

Rosalla Morales  
Med./Word Process.
Alice Morcu  
Nursing

Linda Morris  
Legal Studies

Evelyn Morton  
Word Process

Beatriz Mota  
Marketing

Denise Moulden  
Nursing

Elba Muley

Mery Munoz  
Lib. Arts

Arlene Murphy  
Nursing

Anne Myers  
Ed. Associate

Grace Naiyeju  

Debra Naveira

Ivelisse Negron  
Data Process.
Andrea Nelson  
Sec. Studies

Maxine Nevers  
Lib. Arts

Tyrone Noble  
Psychology

Pierre Noel  
Accounting

Claudette Nourse-Harris  
Ed. Associate

Rosa Nunez

Senn Nuan  
Computer Sc.

Ahmed Nurudeen  
Accounting

Uzo Nwambuonwo  
Lib. Arts

Freeman O'Jerinde  
Fine Art

Josefina Olivier  
Education

Marie Myrtha Olivier  
Psychology
Waheed Olowa  
Lib Arts

Betty O'Neal  
Lib. Arts

Carmen Ortega  
Data Process.

Antonio Ortiz  
Bus. Adm.

Evelyn Ortiz  
Ed. Associate

Luz Ovalles  
Secretarial

Mary Owens  
Ed. Associate

Nwankire Ozhlobe  
Accounting

Jenny Paez  
Data Process.

Lelleth Paisley  
Nursing

Jung Park  
Data Process.

Gloria Parson  
Engineering
Asta Richards
Ed. Associate

Farida Rios
Nursing

Benita Rivas

Evelyn Rivera
Sec. Sci.

Lucy Rivera
Nursing

Margarita Rivera
Public Health

Nilza Rivera
Education

Amanda Rivers
Lib. Arts

Bethenie Robin

Monica Rodriguez
Data Process.

Edward Rodriguez
Elect. Tech.

Evelyn Rodriguez
Lib. Arts
Martha Rodriguez
Lib. Arts

Millie Rodriguez

Maria Rodriguez
Comm. Health

Marilyn Rodriguez

Marina Rodriguez
Med. Sec.

Katherine Romero
Exec. Sec.

Louis Romero
Elect. Tech.

Maximino Rosado
Accounting

Sol Rosario
Exec. Sec./Word Process.

Tonita Rosario
Word Process.

Jimmy Rosemin
Elect. Tech.

Diane Rush
Nursing
Melodie Sabb
Lib. Arts

Flora Samaroo

Lilly Samuel

Iris Samuels

Adam Sanchez
Bus. Mgmt.

Celeste Sanchez
Education

Moshood Sani
Psychology

Barbara Saunders
Paralegal

Chris Saunders
Data Process.

Magaly Sautaua

Jewel Scatiffe
Bus. Mgmt.

Jewel Scatiffe
Bus. Mgmt.
Pearl White
Carvell Williams
Icilda Williams
Accounting
Lillie Williams
Early Ed.
Thurman Williams
Psychology
Ann Wilson
Paralegal
Beverly Wilson
Elect. Tech.
Diane Wilson
Nursing
Errol Wilson
Elect. Tech.
Maxine Wilson
Paralegal
Yvonne Woodham
Data Process.
Jimmy Wright
Elect. Tech.
THE HALL OF FAME FOR GREAT AMERICANS

The Hall of Fame is a majestic 630-foot-long outdoor colonnade founded by New York University in 1900 and designed by Stanford White to honor historically significant American men and women.

Built in a sweeping semicircular Neoclassical arc with wings at either end, it provides a panorama across the Harlem River to the Cloisters in Fort Tryon Park and beyond to the Palisades. It is a unique and patriotic reminder that this country’s phenomenal growth has been due to the vitality, ingenuity, and intellect of these individuals.

The 98 bronze busts that line the colonnade are original works by distinguished American sculptors. Bronze tablets recessed in the wall beneath the busts carry inscriptions of significant statements made by the men and women honored.

Represented are inventors (Robert Fulton, George Westinghouse, the Wright Brothers), statesmen (William Penn, Patrick Henry, Woodrow Wilson), jurists (Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., John Marshall), soldiers (Ulysses S. Grant, Stonewall Jackson), educators and reformers (Susan B. Anthony, Booker T. Washington), authors (Walt Whitman, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Edgar Allan Poe, Washington Irving), and artists from various disciplines (John James Audubon, James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Edwin Booth).

Any citizen who lived in the United States and who has been dead for 25 years or more is eligible for election to the shrine.

The electors of the Hall of Fame, approximately 100 people, represent the most distinguished men and women in our society in various endeavors from each of the 50 states. Six former electors, Grover Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Alice Freeman Palmer, Alexander Graham Bell, and Simon Newcomb, have themselves been enshrined.

Three buildings—Gould Memorial Library, flanked by the Language and Philosophy Halls—also built by Stanford White sit between the Hall of Fame and the campus. Gould Library was designed to resemble the Pantheon. The panels on its bronze doors were created by eight of Stanford White’s friends and dedicated to his memory in 1921.
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THIS BEAT IS MINE

Think of another world unknown to man:
A world where no one rules.
Where all children attend schools.
A world where no one cries.
A world where no one dies.

Where you've got yours and I've got mine.
When collaboration works in our time.
A world where no one grows old.
A world where the weak become bold.

When the sun rises at dawn,
We all feel fine, just living by the motto:
"This beat is mine!"

Robert Morris

A MAN WITHOUT COLOR

I once met a man without color.
I said, "How can that be?"
He said, "I'm a lover of things pure in heart.
Without prejudice of any sort."

"I once was the color of evil and hate—
Things that make men discriminate.
People who possess this disgusting hue
Are dark-hearted, sick—and ignorant too!"

So he said, "I'm a man without color
Just seeking peace and love in any other."

Allan Marche
THAT'S BEAUTIFUL TO ME

To smell the air fresh and clean
To see the sun burning bright
And to know the wind so swift and lean
To see the glitter of the stars at night
That's beautiful to me.

To see the wonder of the seas
And the beauty of the world
That revolves around and does its own deeds
Like a top that has to twirl
That's beautiful to me.

To watch the children play
With so much laughter and so much joy
They will be grown one day
So those we watch let nothing destroy them
That's beautiful to me.

But to be as you were born: "free"
Without burden, or without chains
To always be alive with glee
And always be thankful for what
You have or you may gain
That's beautiful to me.

John Hargrave
BE THANKFUL

Be thankful for each day
The sunshine, the rain, or both
The luxuries of good health,
   family and friends
Whether they be many or few.

Be thankful for your inner strength
It’s a weapon and a tool.
Used in good conscience,
It’s the best you can do.

So when the tide is low
And the path seems steep
   and rough
Look up, around, and
   beside you.
There will be a lot to give
   thanks for.

Thelma Jeremiah
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